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Abstract. In 'Vowel + consonant and consonant + vowel sequences in the strong verbs of German and English' (Cahiers Ferdinand de Saussure 1995 -1996 ) I showed that the vowel + consonant sequences (VCs) and the consonant + vowel sequences (CVs) of the English strong verbs tend to occur only on the strong verbs, not on weak verbs, and hence serve as phonotactic markers of strong conjugation. In this paper I adduce data which show that the English strong verb VCs (though not the CVs) have an unexpectedly high rate of occurrence -72% -in monosyllabic function words such as prepositions and pronouns. Thus a formal, phonotactic link has been established between strong verbs and function words in English. The same tendency has been demonstrated for the strong verbs of German and the non-productive verbs of Russian. The pattern revealed points towards the possibility of finding rules for the formation of strong verbs and a separate meaning -perhaps aspectual -for them, different to that of the weak verbs.
Method.
The method used to arrive at the results presented here I call the 'method of lexical exceptions' (see Beedham 1989 Beedham , 1995 Beedham , 1998 Beedham , 2002 Beedham , 2005b . The 2 method of lexical exceptions is grounded in Saussurean structuralism. According to Saussure a language is a system of signs, whereby the sign consists of two parts, signifiant (form) and signifié (meaning). The sign is indivisible, i.e. form and meaning cannot be separated. If a language is a system it must be regular, i.e. governed by rules. But what about exceptions to rules, irregularities, such as the strong or irregular verbs? If a language is a regular system how do they come about?
I take the view that if a rule has a large number of unexplained exceptions the rule must be wrong, i.e. the unexplained exceptions are an artefact of a faulty analysis. An analysis must be possible which does not produce such unexplained exceptions. It is my working hypothesis that just such a situation is on hand with the strong or irregular verbs of English. The strong verb forms such as drank, hid, broken must be rule-governed, if we could only find the rule(s). Moreover, if a language is a system of signs and the sign is indivisible every form in language must be meaningful. It follows that the forms seen in the English strong verbs -ablaut and -en -must have a meaning, in other words the strong verbs and their forms must have a meaning peculiar to themselves (because they have a form peculiar to themselves). It is our task to find that meaning. If our search is successful we will find the rule(s) and the meaning at the same time (because the sign is indivisible).
It is true, of course, that the strong verb forms are a historical vestige, and indeed are older than the weak verbs -the strong verb forms are the original forms of Indo-European. But so is everything in language a historical vestige. That does not stop a synchronic analysis of them being possible. And one should remember that Saussure, who introduced the synchronic method, was himself a historical linguist, and therefore he would presumably have not taken the view which I hear frequently from today's historical linguists, viz. that the strong verbs are nothing but a historical 3 remnant and a synchronic analysis for them -finding rules for their formation, and a meaning -is not possible.
2. The data. In Beedham (1994 Beedham ( , 1995 Beedham ( -1996 The investigation was confined to monosyllabic words only for the following reason.
If a verb is strong it is strong in all its derivatives, e.g. shine shone shone -outshine outshone outshone. When analysing strong verbs one can therefore look at simplex (i.e. non-prefixed) verbs only, in the knowledge that whatever pattern one finds is likely to extend to derivatives. All the simplex strong verbs except one -to beginare monosyllabic. What we have here, in fact, is the first structural marker of strong conjugation: if a simplex verb is polysyllabic it will definitely not be strong, if it is monosyllabic it may be strong. It follows that, assuming we want to compare like with like, we have a structural reason to confine our search for the strong verb VCs and CVs to monosyllabic words only. This has the practical consequence and advantage that it makes the task of counting and comparison much more manageable.
The VCs and CVs of the strong verbs were transcribed into IPA symbols in the following manner:
[ae]
[k]
[drae]
[dr]
In cases where the preterit or 2 nd participle has a -t or -d which is not present on the infinitive it was treated as the preterit or 2 nd participle ending, not as part of the stem, e.g. with feel:
[el]
However, for those cases in which the -t/-d of the preterit or 2 nd participle does appear in the infinitive it was treated as part of the stem, e.g. with hold:
[eld]
The VCs and CVs of all monosyllabic words (other than verbs) listed in the OALD were also transcribed into IPA symbols. It was then simply a matter of comparing the (see Beedham 2002) 4. Interpretation of data. We have discovered a formal, phonotactic link between strong verbs and function words in English: both sets of lexical items share to a large extent the same VCs. What is the significance of this discovery? The significance is that we are moving slowly but I hope surely towards the discovery of rules for the formation of the strong verbs and a meaning for them. What kind of meaning might it be? According to Tobin (1993:327) the strong verbs of English are resultative in meaning, as compared to the weak verbs, which are process-oriented; so in broad terms there is an aspectual difference in meaning between the strong and the weak verbs. Quirk 1970 and Quirk et al. (1985:106) reach a similar conclusion when they say that strong burnt, dreamt, smellt etc. are perfective, whilst weak burned, dreamed, smelled etc. are durative. Whilst I am prepared to believe that Tobin and Quirk may well be right, they have not produced the formal, sentence-grammatical evidence to prove it: Tobin adduces evidence of a textual and intuitive nature, whilst Quirk's evidence is the willingness of his informants to assign one form or the other to a durative-type or perfective-type context. We need more than that, however. We need formal either morphological or syntactic or phonotactic evidence which will literally prove -in the linguistics equivalent of a mathematical proof, since the sign is indivisible and form determines meaning -that the meaning proposed is correct.
What kind of rules for the strong verbs are we moving towards? On the basis of the work presented here the rules for the formation of the strong verb forms will be of a phonotactic kind. At this stage I can say no more than that. Clearly, more research is needed, to probe further the nature of the phonotactic link established between the strong verbs and function words. If Tobin and Quirk are right about the semantics of the strong verbs the angle to take on the function words will be an 8 aspectual one: is there something aspectual, e.g. resultative, about the function words in the left-hand column of Appendix B? Given that aspect is compositional (Verkuyl 1972 (Verkuyl , 1993 2 A similar pattern was found for the strong verbs of German (see Beedham 1994 Beedham , 1995 Beedham -1996 Beedham , and 2005b ) and the non-productive verbs of Russian (see Бидэм 2004 and Beedham 2005b) , except that in Russian it is the VCs only, not the CVs, which indicate non-productive conjugation.
